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The representation of lattices by Hasse diagrams i an important vi- 
sual aid in the study of lattices. In such a representation, if the Hassc 
diagram of a lattice L can be drawn in the plane in such a way that no 
two lines intersect, then we call L a planar lattice. In graph theory, it is 
well-known [2, p. 1091 that a graph is planar if and only if it does not 
contain a subgraph omeomorphsc to K, or K,,, . (See Fig. 1.) 
Such a characterization for finite lattices still remains open [ 1, p. 661. 
However for finite distributive lattices, the following result is shown in 
[Lp-631. 
Theorem 1. A finite distributive lattice is planar if and only if no ele- 
ment covers more than two elements. 
From Theorem 1, we see that, unlike a nonplanar graph, a nonplanar 
lattice need not contain a subgraph omeomorphic to K, or K3,, . How- 
ever, it must contain as a sublattice the eight-element Boolean lattice 
which as a graph is planar (see Fig. 2), since it is a 3-cu’be. Therefore, 
for a rlnite distributive lattice L, the following four conditions are 
equivalent: 
Fig. I. K5 andK3.3. 
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Fig. 2. 
(2) L is planar. 
(b) No element of L covers more tha.n two elements. 
(c) No element of K is covered 'by more than two elements. 
(d) L does not contain the eight-element Boolean lattice as a sub- 
lattice. 
In this note, we characterize those finite lattices which are distributive 
and planar. 
I_.& L (FLIP) be the family of all finite distributive planar lattices. 
For a lattice L, let Z.(V) be the set of all v-reducible lements of,L and 
z(v) = L--d,(v). Let Cn denote the n-element chain. 
Theorem 2. The following three statements are equivalent for a finite 
lattice L: 
(1) i E L(FDP). 
(2) L is isomorphic to a st. alattice of Cn X Cm for some positive in- 
tegers m, n. 
(3.1) Every element u E I.(v) has a unique representation as a = b v c 
for some b, c E E(v). 
(3.2) No three elements of z(v) are pairivise incompurable. 
To prove the theorlem, we first titroduce so’ne terminology and de- ’ 
velop a series of lemmas concerning a lattice L which satisfies @onditions 
(3) = (3.1) + (3.2). We will write a o b if a, b are comparable, and a C b 
otherwise. The notation &q, a2 } 77 {b,, b2 } means either al < bi and 
a2 > bp or CE~ > bi and q < bjl T&ere (i, j} = { 1, 2). Moreover, we 
will twrite ial, ~2 I> _Cb,, b2 1 if oy > bi and a2 > bj, or al 1 bi and 
~2 > bj, where {i, j} = { 1,2} . 
Lemma 3, Let L be a lattice satisfying Conditions (3). Let a, b E L(v), 
a = a1 v 9, b = b, v b2, aip bi E E(V) (i = 1,2). 7hen a 8 b if and only if 
Ia,, a2 I if WI9 b:! I. 
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Fig./ 3. Lattice N5. 
Proof. Assume that a 7? b., Since 11.0 three elements of z(v) are pairwise 
incomparable, we must have ai a; bj, ak a b, , where (i, k) = 0, m) = 
{ 1) 2) . If Qi > bj, ak > b, , then’ obviously a 3 b, a contradiction. Sim- - 
ilarly, ai <_ bj, ak <_ b, is also impossible. Th.erefore, we have 
Ear, a21 c WI, b& 
Conversely, assume that {aI, 41~) F i.b,, b, ) , say aI > b, and 
az<-b2.1fa>b,wehavea=al’va2=:al vb2;ifa<b,wehave 
b=b, vb2 = a1 v b, which contl nadict the uniqueness of the representa- 
tion of a and b, respectively. Herpce, a Cr: b, as required. 
I 
I 
The next statement is an immkdiate consequence of Lemma 3. 
LRmrna 4. Let L be a lattice satiz:fying Conditions (3). Let a, b E L(v)., 
a = al va2, b = b, v b,, ai, bi E t(v). Then a > b if and only if 
tal,a+ IB,, b& 
Lemma 5. Let L be a finite lattice satisfying Conditions (3). Then L is 
a m&ular lattice. 
Proof. Suppose this is not the ca];e. Then L contains the lattice N5 (see 
Fig. 3) as a sublattice. 
The proof is now established 1;)~ the following sequence of claims. 
claim 1: (b, c, e) $ E(v). Oth;:rwise, we would have a = b v e = c v e, 
which contradicts the uniqueness of the representation of a. 
Claim 2: {c, e} $ z(v). Indeed, if {c, e} C_ ,c(v), then b E L(v). W&e 
b = f v g, 41 g E z(v). Since a > b and a = c v e, we thus have by Lemma 
4 that {c, e) > cf, g} ; say c 2 f, z > g. However, we observe that 
g 5 e A b = d %< e, which implies 5 = f v g 5 c < b, a contradiction, 
claim 3: *(b, e) sf r(v). Indeed, if b, e E z(v), then c E L(v). Assume 
that c = f v g, k g E z(v). By Condition (3.2), either f or g has tine pro- 
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perty of being less than e, say g < e. But then WG have a = c v e = 
fvgve=fve.Asa= b v e, by thle uniqueness of the renresentation of
a, it follows that b ‘J: f < c,, a contradiction. 
Claim 4: {b, c} $ Z(v). Indeed, if 16, c) C, E(v), then e E L(v). AS- 
sume that e = f’ v g, f, g E @I). ‘I’hen Conditions (3) imply that either f
or g has the property of being less than C, say f < C. NOW, we observe 
that a = c v e = c v g v ,f =z c v g. As a > b > c, it follows immediately 
that a = b v g. Hence, by the uniqueness of the representation of a, we 
get b = c , which is impossible. 
C&m 5: e E L(v). Indeed, if e E z(v), then b, c E L(V). Let c = f vg, 
f, g E x(v). We may assume that g < e. Observe that a = c v e := f vg v e = 
f v e. Let b = fi v gl, f I) g1 e &O. By Imum 4, & ,_gr 1 > il’, g1 p say 
fi > A gr > g. As a = fi v e, we have f = fi by the uniqueness of the 
rcpTesenta;on of a. Now, note that f1 = f @ c. Thus gl < e and so 
g1 <bkz=d. However,wehaveb=fr vgl =fvgl <_cvd=c,which 
is impossible. 
Claim 6: c E L(v). Indeed, if c E .z(v), then b, e E L(v). Let e = f vi 
b = h v i, where L g, h, i E r(v). By Conditions (3), we may assume that 
:ocandJf<c.Ifi<c, thenb=hvi=Avc. Ifi>c,thena=cve= L 
c w g = i v g. The above cases are impossible by the uniqueness of the repre- 
sentation of b and a. Hence i = c. As ,b Fe, according to Lemma 3, it 
follows that rf, gi 5 (h, i) . Since i = c > f, we must hate g > h and 
hence h 5 g A b <_ e A b = d. Thus, b = h v i (: d v c = c, which is impos- 
sible. 
Claim 7: b E L(v), Indeed, if b G e(v), then c, e E L(v). Let c = f vg, 
(? Ts h v i, where A g, /12, i E L(v). As c 5e, we may assuxne that f > h, 
g< i. Clea;rly,fvi>_ f vh vgvi = cve=a.Thus,fv1’=a.Asf<b<d, 
it follows tllat f v i = a = b v i. Hence, we obtain by uniqueness b = 
f < c, a contradiction. 
Summarizing all the previous observations, we conclude that 
{b, c, e) C_ L(v). 
IRte=~vi,c=:fv;~,b=jvk:w~lereh,i,f,g,j,k~t(v).Asb>c, 
we have (i, II-1 > U gj , say j >_ f, k 2 g. Since c G e, by Lemma 3, we 
have cft g) @ Vr, i1 l iYithout loss of generality, we may assume that 
f > h, g < i. Again, as b 8 e, ii, k) 3 {h, i} . Thus we find that i > k 
andi > h are forced; Now, observe that k < i < e, k < b. Hence 
r, “; e A b = d. Moreovex, ,t 
a=cve=.fvgvhvi=fvi=jvi. 
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Fig, 4. Lattice M 59 
Therefore, by uniqueness, we have f = j. Finally, by considering the ele- 
ment b, we obtain b = j v k <_)‘v d < c v d = c, a contradiction. 
In view of these, we conclucte that L cannot contain M, as a sublat- 
tice. Hence, L is modular, which was to be shown. 
Lemma 6. Let L be a kite latlfice satisfying Conditions (3). T’ken no 
element of i5 covers more than two elememx 
Proof. Supy:ose on the contrary that there exists e E L such that e 
covers three elements a, b, c of$. Clearly, by the uniqueness of the 
representation of e, {a, b, c) $8 t(v). 
Gzse 1: a, b E z(v), c E L(v)/. Let c = f v g, f, g E z(v). Since c 5 b, 
either f or g, say g, is not less tjhan b. Thus, g v b > b. As b < g v b 5 e, 
it forces g v b = e. But e = a v ip. Hence, by uniqueness, we have g = a, 
which is kspossible. t 
&se 2: a E z(v), b, c E L(v):. Let b = b,, v b,, c = cI v c2, where 
b, Ci E C(V) and (s,, b2 } 0 (4 p, c2 ) . Without 10~s of generality, WC 
may assume b, SC, and b, >-;c2. Sincecr cb,, by (3) eithcra>cl 
ora>b2,saya>cl. Asb=br vb, Lc, vb2<eandbisrovered 
by e, we have either b = cl v b2 or cl v b, = e. If b = c1 v b,, ghen 
since b = b, v b2, it follows thjat b 1 = cl , a contradiction. Hence e = 
cI v b2. But then e = a v b, , which implies that a = cl, a contradiction. 
Case 3: a, b, c E L(v). Let a ‘= aI v a2, b = b, v b2 and c = c:~ v ~2, 
where ai, bi, ci E E(V) and ’ 
&,a,) <{bl, b2), (bl, b,I ~Icl,ca),{c,,czIrJ(al,a2)~ 
By (3), we may assume without loss of generality that cl > bl > a1 
mda2>b2>c2.Sincea=a1 va2<b1 ~a~~eandeccvcrsa,thus 
eithere=bl vu2 ora=br VQ~. Ifa= b, va2,thena.sa =G~ va2 we 
have a 1 = bl , a contradiction. jThus e = b, v a2. But then as P == cl va2, 
we obtain bl = cl , whicl~ is impossible. 
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Accordingly, we conclude that no element of L covers more than 
two elements. 
We a now in a position to prove the main result. 
Proof of Theorem ‘2. The implications (1) * (2) follows from Theo- 
rem 1, while the implication (2) * (3) is established in [ 31. Thus it suf- 
fices to show that (-3) =$ (I). 
By Lemma 5, L is a modular lattice. Assume that E is not distributive. 
Then J, conta?.ns the lattice M, (see Fig. 4) as a sublattice. 
It is well-known [ 1, p. 15 1 ] that if a lattice is finite, modular and 
nondistributive, then A!, can be chosen so that a, b and c cover a’, 2nd 
e covers a, b and c. IIence, in this case, the element e of L covers more 
than two elements which contradicts Lemma 6. Thus L is a finite distrib- 
utive lattice. The fact that L E f(FDI’) follows immediately from The 
orem 1 and Lemma 6. 
Fiindly, we show that when L is distributive, each of the two condi- 
tions (3.1) and (3.2) se;paratePy serves to characterize planarity. 
Cor4aqf. For a finite distribu titPe lattice L, the following three con- 
ditions are equ&ale,rt: (0) L is planar, (3.I), (3.2). 
Proof. (3.2) implies (3. !): Since L is finite and distributive, any element 
LI off L(v) has a unique, irredundant representation as a join a = VfZ1 Xi 
of elements xi in @/). Obvioudy, the elements x;:‘s are pairwise incom- 
parable. Now, if no three elements of z(v) are pair-wise incomparable, 
thlen we have n = 2 *and hence the implication follows. 
(3.1) implies (5.2): Suppose that there exist a, b c E @ which are 
pairwlse mcr,mparable. Let c-! = a v b v c. Then d = e v f for some 
c?,fE~(u).As:eidicrviivc, wemusthaveesa,borc, sayesa. 
By silmilar Lrgumenl:, WC may deduce that fis less than one of the three 
elements a, b, c which must be different from a. We assume that f< b. 
Butthend=avband~oc<avb. Hence,c<aorcIbwhichinany 
case is impostible. We thus conclude that no three elements of Z(v) are 
pairwise incomparable. 
By the main theorem, we have immediately that (0) implies (3.1)+(3.2) 
and conversely. The prabof is therefore complete. 
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